Addition

Suche viele Additionsaufgaben und schreibe diese unten auf!
Erkläre, wie Du gerechnet hast!

\[
\begin{align*}
20 &+ 100 &+ 58 &+ 55 &+ 40 &+ 30 &+ 20 &+ 200 &+ 5 &+ 10 \\
7 &+ 58 &+ 85 &+ 40 &+ 85 &+ 40 &+ 90 &+ 207 &+ 3 &+ 10 \\
100 &+ 55 &+ 40 &+ 85 &+ 50 &+ 3 &+ 10 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ &+ ___ \\
\end{align*}
\]